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Our Mission Statement- To promote activities, tourism, and a spirit of comradeship among
boaters interested in the welfare & development of Lake Huron's beautiful Presque Isle Harbor.

Fellow PIYC members; spring 2011 is just around the corner. Daylight savings "Spring Forward" seems just too early, since Winter
seems to have its grip on Presque Isle Harbor and Grand Lake. Our
short season will be here before we know it. We'll have to scramble to
either change our April meeting location, or move the date back one
week to be able to dine at the Portage. The Portage opens after the
Third Thursday; during the Saturday following our normal meeting
date.

Photo from Bob
Young

Words from Commodore
Bob Young

DTM Photo

As I reflect on 2010, we'll be hard pressed to have such good weather.
Everything seemed to work out well. The Presque Isle Wooden Boat Show, the Art Show, the July 4th
fireworks, sailing school, they all seemed to be picture perfect. Two highlights of last summer were boat
rides with Dave Kowalski and Curt Eagle. Dave took me for a ride in one of his classic Chis Craft rockets,
and Curt took me out in a classic Lyman runabout.
Another highlight was to take a ride in a WWII
trainer during the Air Show in August. Both rides were awesome, and gave me wonderful views of the
Alpena area, as well as the Long Lake and Grand Lake areas. Tooling around Presque Isle harbor in a
classic antique wood boat is something to die for. Watching from shore is like sitting at a high school
dance, while other kids are having a ball. If you ever get a chance to ride, take it!

1870 Presque Isle
Light
See Page 4, then page
3,
(two articles)

Membership
Information:
Please see Pages
4 and 7

As PIYC members, our goals are twofold. One; mix, mingle, and get to know each other. Talk up Presque
Isle, and the lakes we love. Simply by paying your dues, you support the Presque Isle fireworks, the
wooden boat show, youth sailing, free internet service for our harbor guests, packets for visiting boaters,
and a friendly welcome to tourists. The second goal is be a bit more involved in directorship, or in committee work such as youth sailing, bicycle upkeep (for those bikes we lend out for light-house destination visiting boaters), or some new project. You, the members, call the shots and give direction.
In June each year we conduct elections to our board. If you wish to be involved as a director, or in another way, speak up and we'll find something appropriate for you.
For our boating season 2011, I anticipate a great year in Presque Isle. We'll have at least six great dinners at the Portage (the third Thursday of each month), several projects to keep us busy, and a picturesque
location on Lake Huron's shore that has been a port of refuge and supplies for over 160 years. I've attached a section of a map showing Presque Isle Harbor back in the 1850's. History is a bit foggy, but when
Presque Isle was an important stop for "wooding" or picking up other supplies, it wasn't uncommon to have
two, three, or more 150' vessels in the harbor at one time. In 1850 through 1854, vessels The Northwestern, The Monticello, The Buena Vista, and The Albany all were involved in mishaps while in or near
Presque Isle. (see page 8 and note the wharf location on the attached map) While we don't have the commercial traffic of those years, we now anticipate being a part of the new expanded National Marine Sanctuary. That should give us an opportunity to further grow our harbor's importance for tourism.
It should also be noted that this fall will be the 10th anniversary of 9-11. September 11, 2001. Homeland
Security, as an aftermath to the disaster, has added more security provisions for boaters. I think Presque
Isle would be a practical location for U.S. Customs, as its distance to Canada is about as close as possible
for those heading across to the North Channel. If this is worth pursuing, for any economic reasons, let's
talk about it.
Enjoy the boating season!
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Officers

More Directors

Commodore

Treasurer

Bob Young

Robin Spencer

Barbara Dietrich

PO Box 11

Summer Contact

17251 Highland Pines Rd

Presque Isle MI 49777

8211 Grand Lake Rd

989 595 5239

Presque Isle MI 49777

Email:
bob@youngappliance.com

989 595 6970

Vice Commodore

During Winter

Gary Hagen

754 Munson Ave

21635 US23 South

Traverse City, MI 49686

Presque Isle MI 49777

231 929 4684

989 595 9007

Email: hattie1@charter.net

Winter Addresses

PO Box 502
Presque Isle, MI 49777

White Springs,
FL32096

989 595 6680

386 397 1191

Email— dtrick@windstream.net

George (Gus) Hoster
PO Box 59/8784 E Grand Lake Rd 5777 Bastille Place
Presque Isle, MI 49777

Columbus, OH 43213

989 595 2132 Summer

614 367 1318

Email— skeeking3@aol.com

Email:
gchag@hotmail.com

Ted MacKinnon

Secretary

Director

17537 Grand Lake Blvd

19534 Warwick

Curtis Eagle

Chuck Mosier

Presque Isle, MI 49777

Beverly Hills, MI 48025

101 N Industrial Dr

PO Box 27

989 595 2309 Summer

248 647 1628

Alpena MI 49707

Presque Isle MI 49777

989 356 2726

989 595 6725

Email
ceagle@eaglecompanies.co
m

Email
sakima@sigmaxi.net

Email— nw8w@att.net

NOTE:- Officers are Directors

Thanks to Contributors
The Club and the Editor appreciate any material from members for
The Masthead.. For this issue, the following have provided articles
and/or images:

Apparel & Etc
Club Apparel
ID Tags
Burgees

Bonnie Hawkins
John Vogelheim
Gus Hoster

989 734 5663
989 734 4439
989 595 2132

Bob Young, Gary Hagen, and Chuck Mosier

DTM Photo

If you have anything that is pertinent or of general interest, please
get it to the Editor on a floppy disc or via Email. Please submit
text in either “text,” “rtf, ” or MSWord format. Images in ‘jpg’ or
’bmp’ format are preferred, although others can be handled.

A 2010 view of the Les Nichols Memorial
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Some Editorial Words

The Fresnel Lens

On This Publication

http://www.michiganlights.com/fresnel.htm

1870 PI Light Fresnel Lens
Elsewhere in this issue (Pages 3 and 4) there is information about the reinstallation of the Fresnel Lens
into the Lighthouse tower. Let’s look at this for a moment. When the lens was built (in France?) such a
device was a mechanical marvel of those times and
arguably represented what we now call “State Of The
Art Technology.”
Now given the fact that the Township has limited
resources, consider the cost of getting the lens assembly into the tower and reinstalled. It appears that the
cost will be out of sight, as will be the lens when it is
back up there. And being out of sight, only those who
ascend the tower will get a look at it and it will be a
fleeting look at best.
Instead, why not construct a weatherproof shelter at
ground level for the lens assembly? Such a shelter
could be provided with viewing windows and interpretative displays describing the lens and its features.
For security, it could be built on a pallet that could be
removed into a building during winter.
Such an approach to the lens project would provide an
interesting and educational addition to the Lighthouse
grounds.
The Masthead
This publication of the Presque Isle Yacht Club is initially issued
3 times per year; in the spring, during the summer, and again in the
fall of each year. Depending on the amount of input from members, the frequency and/or size may vary as needed.
We welcome any comments, concerns, congratulations or complaints, but especially appreciated are pertinent articles or images
that will be on interest to our members. Please submit such communications to the Editor.:
Ted MacKinnon
Email:
nw8w@att.net
19534 Warwick
Beverly Hills, MI 48025
248 647 1628 (Winter)
Or
17537 Grand Lake Blvd
Presque Isle MI 49777
989 595 2309 (June, July, & Aug)
PIYC Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 171
Presque Isle, MI 49777

The Fresnel lens is the 1822 invention of French physicist Augustine Fresnel who invented a lens that would
make his name commonplace along the seacoasts of
Europe and North America. Most lenses were handmade
and shipped unassembled from France. Others were
made in England. Early lens designs resembled a giant
glass beehive, with a light at the center. The lens could
be as tall as twelve feet high with concentric rings of
glass prisms above and below a center drum section to
bend the light into a narrow beam. Later designs incorporated a bull's eye design into the center of the lens
shaped like a magnifying glass, so the concentrated beam
was even more powerful. Tests showed that while an
open flame lost nearly 97% of its light, and a flame with
reflectors behind it still lost 83% of its light, the Fresnel
lens was able to capture all but 17% of its light. Because
of its amazing efficiency, a Fresnel lens could easily
throw its light 20 or more miles to the horizon.
Early Fresnel lenses were of standard shapes and designs with little deviation. They had an oil lantern that
burned constantly from dusk until dawn with no flashing
or blinking as you may think of them today. Once they
started being used along the coasts in greater numbers
the mariner could not tell where they were at night because nothing distinguished one light from another. For
a lighthouse to be effective as an aid to navigation, it not
only had to be seen, it also had to be identified as a
unique location. This was necessary if ships were to use
it to determine their own location and avoid hazards.
From here on out different lenses were made with differ(Continued on page 5)

An Error
An error of omission occurred in the Fall 2010 issue of
The Masthead. Chuck Mosier’s name and contact information were not included on Page 2, but are now
shown there. Your Editor apologizes for this incident.

DTM Photo

Since our first issue was distributed in Early October
2010, we have progressed somewhat as far as the acquisition of Email addresses in concerned. So far, we
have 28 our of our total of 33 members covered by
Email. This amounts to a cost avoidance of about
$1.10 per person. If you have not provided an Email
address, please do so ASAP, so we can continue to
avoid un-necessary expenses.

Do you recognize this boat?
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Membership In The Presque Isle Yacht
Club and Dues for 2011
The Presque Isle Yacht Club is a civic organization dedicated to the establishment and growth of a yachting community in Presque Isle Harbor Michigan.
Annual dues are $100 with a one time burgee fee of $25.
There is no initiation fee for membership. From time to
time various clothing and nautical accessory items may be
available at market prices.
The club membership year is January 1st through December 31st. Applicants filing after September 1st are considered as having filed as of the following January 1st. The
months between are free.
Members will please send your 2011 dues of $100 to Treasurer Robin Spencer at the address shown on page 2.

Interesting Web Sites & Miscellany
This space is set aside for those items that do not fall into
any particular category. If you have an interesting Web Site
that has anything to do with boating and/or the Great
Lakes this is the place for that information. Just forward
whatever you have to your editor.

http://www.wunderground.com A great weather site, with astronomical data.
http://www.detroitradioflashbacks.net/ Detroit AM/FM history
http://www.firstgov.com
Info on Gov’t and misc. data
http://www.Antennaweb.org/aw/Address.aspx
HDTV info on
HDTV stations and locations.
http://www.pchell.com
XP secrets
http://www.says-it.com/seal/index.php ‘ Official Seal Maker’
http://gethuman.com/us/ Contact a real person, not a machine
http://www.maglite.com/knowledge.asp?
gclid=COa_4rPT8YgCFQGPWAodq32nsA
MagLite Info
http://www.cgaux.org/
US Coast Guard Auxiliary
http://thunderbay.noaa.gov/
seum

NOAA Shipwreck Mu-

http://www.cgaux.org/boatinged/
Education

USCG Aux Boating

http:www.boatnerd.com
info

Great Lakes shipping and gen’l

So, What IS that Knot?
It is a masthead knot. In the days of wooden ships and iron men,
if the mast was shot away by the bad guys, there was no way to
get home except by making a “jury rig,” an important part of
which was the knot you see on Page 1.
The knot was made up and fitted over the top of the existing
broken mast. The forward loop was for attaching a forestay, and
the loops on the sides were for the side stays (shrouds). The two
tails were for the back stays.
It is not hard to tie this knot.. Amaze your friends and
grandchildren and provide a small history lesson as well.

An Update—
1870 Presque Isle Light Fresnel Lens
Info from Gary Hagen, Vice Commodore
Gary advises that over the years since the death of Les
Nichols he has communicated with limited success with
Senators Levin and Stabenow and with Representative
Stupak regarding the status of the reinstallation of the
Fresnel lens in the tower of the 1870 Light. However
Mr. Stupak recently replied that he is involved with the
project. Phone calls have also been received from the
Senators' Offices, and Gary voiced his feelings about
the 10 year period that has transpired without resolution. It was learned that the Coast Guard normally has
a policy not to reinstall any lens once it is removed. One
wonders if Mr. Nichols would have gone ahead with the
project if he had known of this restriction. The offices of
the two senators agreed this has been held up for some
time and for unknown reasons by two western politicians .However, the problems in the Coast Guard appropriations bill have now been resolved to the satisfaction of the two western politicians and the bill has been
passed by the House and the Senate. Now a final review Is to be done, no doubt in a conference committee.
Gary has been assured that the lens will be officially
turned over to the Township before the end of the 2010.
It will be the responsibility of the Township to arrange
for the reinstallation of the lens into the tower.

How to do it……….

Make 3 loops as indicated, and then weave as shown
by the red arrows; and pull tight. If you do not have a
third hand, use your teeth or an assistant for the center loop which becomes the top portion. Refer to URL
http://www.marinews.com/Masthead-Knot-764.php.
It is worth noting that the 3 loop starting point for
the masthead knot is also how the sheepshank is
started. The difference is that only two hands are
needed. Just pull to the right and left and forget
about the teeth part. See below for the finished sheepshank, usually described as a way to shorten a piece of

Image from Wikipedia
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The Fresnel Lens
(Continued from page 3)

ent characteristics and as such required different lens
designs. This meant that a lot of lenses were now
unique because they would require flash panels or
bull's eyes to distinguish one light from the next. The
need to clearly identify each lighthouse was often
solved by a specific pattern of flashes per minute. Although sometimes lighthouses identified themselves
by using colored light, most made use of a flash of
light, followed by a period of darkness. This pattern
was called the lighthouse's "characteristic." Once electricity was introduced a light could use a flashing
mechanism to give it a unique characteristic flash pattern. Now a sea captain could tell where he was by
looking at a map and the flash pattern of the light and
tell he was in Maine or Massachusetts.
There are many sizes of Fresnel lenses, called
'orders', the largest being a first order, which is made
up of hundreds of glass prisms. The lenses decrease in
size through second order, third order, etc. Some have
red panels, in order to shine a red light seaward. The
glass prisms are shaped and positioned in such a way
that the light from the single source inside the lens is
reflected outward horizontally through each prism. In
this way, the light streaming outward in all different
directions is maximized into large beams shining out
to sea. The number of beams depend on the configuration of the prisms, which can vary greatly. Different
lighthouses must display beams for differing periods of
time in order to be distinguished from one another.
Generally Fresnel lenses are divided into 7 classes
(called "orders"). The order is determined by the distance of the flame to the lens. The "First Order Fresnel
lens" is the largest lens widely used, and was installed
in many of the largest "sea coast lights". Two larger
sizes were built in limited quantity and they are the
for a couple of special installations. Smaller Fresnel
lenses, such as the sixth-order lens, were installed in
smaller lighthouses, such as breakwater lighthouses.
See the chart below of lens orders which represents

Fresnel Lens Sizes
Order
1st
2nd
3rd
3 1/2
4th
5th
6th

Height
7' 10"
6' 1"
4' 8"
3' 0"
2' 4"
1' 8"
1' 5"

Diameter
6' 1"
4' 7"
3' 3"
2' 5 1/2"
1' 8"
1' 3"
1' 0"

Source: Guardians of the Golden Gate: Lighthouses
and Lifeboat Stations of San Francisco Bay
Ralph Shanks and Lisa Woo Shanks, editor. 1995,
Costano Books, ISBN: 0-930268-08-3.

This a typical 2nd Order Fresnel Lens, thought to be
the same as or similar to that from the 1870 Light. If
anyone has knowledge that the PI Light is a 3rd order
(or whatever), please advise the editor. This image is
also from the website
http://www.michiganlights.com/fresnel.htm.

standard beehive type designs in general and not
varying at all in characteristics.

Speednet New Rules - The Good and
The Bad
by Charles F. Mosier -‘CFM’
Good News
Since late spring PYIC and other customers north and east
of Speednet’s antenna on the PI Water Tower had very low
signal strength. One can see the tower from the receiving
modem on roof of the Portage, so there was no question of
“environment” (tree) interference. Finally in late fall a
competent technician was sent from Saginaw and corrected
the problem.
Sort of Good News
For the last two years PIYC internet service at the harbor
has suffered from random periodic degradation in service
when Speednet perceived users were violating their “Fair
Use” policy, ie., receiving too much traffic. “Fair Use” was
never defined despite multiple iterations with Speednet
(Continued on page 6)
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The Good and The Bad cont’d
(Continued from page 5)

senior management.. To work around these random slowdowns the PIYC system was configured to block things like
Sling box (forwards TV via the internet), corporate video
conferencing / private networks, most internet movies, adult
sites and shut down the Lake Huron weather kiosk. This
latter because technicians saw it as a very slow pirate file
streaming system.
Effective 1 February 2011, we have a better definition of
“Fair Use”, traffic under 5 GB (gigabytes) a month is acceptable and such users are charged the standard flat rate of
$37.95 plus a modem charge. PIYC bought the modem at
startup and pays no monthly modem charge. Note: PIYC
WI-FI is only active from 15 May to when the Portage
closes.
Bad News
Traffic over 5 GB a month is charged at $2/GB or one can
contact as a heavy user at $63/mo. for 200 GB, again paying
additional for overage. For PIYC there is probably minimal
impact except from late June through late August, the peak
in harbor and land side visitor traffic. (Our Wi-FI signals
reach to all docks, the break wall, adjacent beach and across
to the Portage Store.. Your Board of Directors will need to
make decisions on how and what additional traffic to limit,
pay for any excess charges, etc. There are multiple automated control options. Stay tuned.
For Members Using Speednet at Home.
If you are a home user with moderate email, limited web
browsing and software downloading, this new flat rate cap
will probably have minimal impact.. CFM experiments in
the last few days indicate you can live within the (5GB / mo.
or166 MB (megabyte) / day) cap. Even as many as 15 to 20
one page emails a day, 2+ hours of internet shopping with
graphic images and perusing a major newspaper will keep
you below the cap.
Downloading big graphic files, TV episodes, Netflix movies, streaming sports , Face Book, Twitter, “Magic Jack
phone or a 30 minute Skype video phone call is another
story.. This can easily use 200 GB in short order. A 90 minute movie is about 1 gigabyte. Those with computers using
Windows 7 should be aware that some Microsoft automatic
updates can exceed 1 GB.
CFM has tested several “bandwidth monitors” to measure
the traffic on your computer. One simple to use, works on
all versions of Windows and has a user manual is
“Networx”, available for free download at
www.softperfect.com/products/networx
For Apple computers there is a similar package (OS X and
www.apple.com/downloads/dashboard/status/
later) at
istatnano.html CFM has not tested this package.
Light User
If you are a light user, mostly email and little browsing,
reconsider dialup internet access. Almost no dialups have
traffic caps. Line maintenance has improved since Frontier
bought Verizon lines. There are many dialups with local
phone numbers.
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Ethanol Laced Fuel - Or $7/Gallon
Gas
by Charles F. Mosier
Starting late last year most marinas began selling fuel with
10% ethanol. All roadside gas stations have been selling
ethanol laced gas for some years. You have heard the concerns about water pickup on storage. Profit from my tale of
woe.
On the last cruise in fall of 2009 tanked up at downstate
marina coming back to PI. Boat ran fine on way back, then
into winter storage in pole barn . Both tanks about 85%
full. Got into water in 2010 somewhat late because of other
projects. Prepping for a run to Hessel boat show ran up engines, starboard quit after about half hour. Would not restart, port running OK.
Check found red liquid (water?) in starboard carb. bowl,
fuel filter full of red liquid. Inspecting starboard tank revealed several gallons red (water) bottoms and red liquid
suspended in gas layer. Port engine filters, carb. and tank
had similar but much less.
This ole chemical engineer got to work. The red bottom
layer was mostly water with a very small amount of gasoline / ethanol mix dissolved.. The suspended red material in
bulk of gas was an ethanol - water mixture that has about
same density as gasoline, thus suspended. The red color
came from somewhere upstream of the fuel fill nozzle that
was using old storage that had contained leaded gas at one
time. That red dye was both gasoline and water soluble and
is uniquely identifiable.
DNR took a dim view of pumping out fuel at my dock.
So, pulled boat, had Thunder Bay Marina find clean drums,
rented transfer pump from Thunder Bay and pumped out
gas. Pump came with labor attached. Fine.
There is no bad fuel disposal service in PI. What to do
with 160 gallons of bad gas.
Multiple filter passes produced about 80 gallons of really
clean fuel, clear, bright yellow, zero water and near zero
ethanol. Put that back to fill one tank 95% full, stabilized
and winter stored boat. Also had about 80 gallons of still
hazy fuel. Decided. easier and cheaper to change fuel filters in cars, so burned in cars, successfully. That $3.50 /
gallon fill ended up costing over $7 a gallon and a lot of
hassle.
The ethanol laced gasoline came from elsewhere, PI harbor did not have ethanol laced fuel in 2009 or 2010. Probably part of water came with downstate fill. Some probably
picked up with tanks breathing in winter storage and in
early summer. Critical was the ethanol water mixture suspended in gas. This can be as high as several percent and
rises with increasing temperature.
LESSON, since ethanol laced gas now mandated for all
fuel, BURN IT, DON’T STORE IT. The ethanol will absorb water from humid air as tanks breathe through vents.
The absorbed water will at first suspend as a haze in gas
helped by the detergent in the gas. (just like grease in dishwater).. If water concentration get high enough the ethanol / water mix will settle as bottoms, mostly water but with
a few percent gas. Keep outboard portable tanks sealed
except when running. For winter store, either run tanks dry
of fill to 95%..
Make sure deck fills seal tight. Under no circumstances
use new 15% ethanol mix in in a boat.
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Wings over Alpena 2010

Dave Kowalski’s Chris-Craft

Curt Eagle’s Lyman
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An extract from an early map of Presque Isle.
It is not real clear as to exactly where the pier was—adjacent to the south
peninsula?
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1st Class
Postage
THE MASTHEAD
A SEASONAL BULLETIN OF THE PRESQUE ISLE
YACHT CLUB

THE PRESQUE ISLE YACHT CLUB
P.O. BOX 171,
PRESQUE ISLE, MI 49777

For Information
Email: nw8w@att.net

MEETING LOCATION
PIYC meetings are on the 3rd Thursday of
the month, April through October. Social
hour begins at 6:30 p.m., dinner / meeting
follows.
The current clubhouse of PIYC is the Portage Restaurant at Presque Isle Harbor.
State liquor laws must be observed during
all club functions at this establishment. No
drinks will be served after 2:00 a.m. and all
parties must vacate the premises by 2:30
a.m. or upon the earlier closing of the Portage. All liquor consumed on the premises
must be purchased from the Portage Restaurant. Open liquor or beer may not leave the
establishment
Visiting mariners and guests are welcome
at all club functions provided they are accompanied by a member in good standing

PI County Rd 638
Grand Lake Rd
Portage Restaurant

